We show that, for any locally compact group G, the Fourier algebra A(G) is biflat in the sense of quantized Banach homology.
Introduction
In his seminal memoir [Joh 1], B. E. Johnson proved that the amenable locally compact groups G can be characterized by the vanishing of certain Hochschild cohomology groups of L 1 (G): This initiated the theory of amenable Banach algebras. At about the same time, Banach homology, i.e. homological algebra with functional analytic overtones, was developed systematically by A. Ya. Helemskiȋ's Moscow school ([Hel 1]) . One of the central notions in this theory is projectivity. A Banach algebra which is projective as a bimodule over itself is called biprojective. The biprojectivity of L 1 (G) is equivalent to G being compact ([Hel 2, Theorem 51] ). This shows that some important properties of locally compact groups G are equivalent to certain homological properties of L 1 (G).
The Fourier algebra A(G) -as introduced in [Eym] -can be viewed as the "quantized" counterpart of L 1 (G). In classical Banach homology, A(G) fails to reflect the properties of G in a satisfactory manner: There are even compact groups G for which A(G) is not amenable ([Joh 2]). The reason for this failure lies in the fact that classical Banach homology ignores the canonical operator space structure, which A(G) inherits as the predual of the group von Neumann algebra VN(G). The definition of an amenable
Preliminaries
The necessary background from (classical) Banach homology is covered in [Hel 1] and, to a lesser extent, in [Run 2, Chapter 5]. Our reference for the theory of operator spaces is [E-R] , whose notation we adopt; in particular,⊗ stands for the projective tensor product of operator spaces and not of Banach spaces. Since a lot of the development of Banach homology is categorical, many results carry over to the quantized, i.e. operator space, context; for more details, see [Rua] , [R-X] , [Woo 1], and [Ari] , for example.
We limit ourselves to outlining the bare essentials.
Definition 1.1 A Banach algebra A which is also an operator space is called completely contractive if the multiplication of A is a completely contractive bilinear map.
By [E-R, Proposition 7.1.2], A is completely contractive if and only if the multiplication induces a complete contraction ∆ : A⊗A → A.
Examples
1. Let⊗ denote the W * -tensor product. A Hopf-von Neumann algebra is a pair (M, ∇), where M is a von Neumann algebra, and ∇ is a co-multiplication: a unital, w * -continuous * -monomorphism ∇ : M → M⊗M which is co-associative, i.e. the diagram
2. Let G be a locally compact group, let W * (G) := C * (G) * * , and let ω : G → W * (G) be the universal representation of G, i.e. for each (WOT-continuous and unitary) representation π of G on a Hilbert space, there is unique w * -continuous * -homomorphism
yields a co-multiplication ∇ :
the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G, is a completely contractive Banach algebra.
3. The Fourier algebra A(G) is a closed ideal of B(G) (see [Eym] ), and thus also a completely contractive Banach algebra. (It is not hard to see that the operator space structure A(G) inherited from B(G) coincides with the one it has the predual of VN(G).)
If A is a completely contractive Banach algebra, we call an A-bimodule E an operator A-bimodule if E is a operator space such that the module operations are completely bounded; if E is an operator A-bimodule, then so is E * with its dual bimodule and operator space structures. In analogy with the classical situation (see, for example, [Run 2, Section 2.3]), quantized Hochschild cohomology can be defined for completely contractive Banach algebras (cochains and module operations have to be completely bounded; see [Rua] ). We use OH n (A, E) to denote the n-th quantized Hochschild cohomology group of A with coefficients in E. For any completely contractive Banach algebra A, the operator projective tensor product A⊗A becomes an operator A-bimodule via a · (x ⊗ y) := ax ⊗ y and (x ⊗ y) · a := x ⊗ ya (a, x, y ∈ A).
This turns ∆ : A⊗A → A into a completely bounded A-bimodule homomorphism. As we already stated at the beginning of this section, those results from classical Banach homology which are merely categorical carry over painlessly to the quantized setting. The following definitions of operator biprojectivity and biflatness, respectively, are not the original, homological ones, but equivalent (see [Hel 1] 
A necessary conditions for the operator biflatness of A(G)
For a locally compact group G, the diagonal G ∆ := {(x, x) : x ∈ G} is a closed subgroup of G × G. Also, note that the multiplication operator ∆ : B(G)⊗B(G) → B(G) extends canonically to a (complete) quotient map from B(G × G) onto B(G) -restriction to G ∆ -, which we denote likewise by ∆.
For the proof of the following proposition, also note that the canonical bimodule action
Proposition 2.1 Let G be a locally compact group, and suppose that there is a bounded net (f α ) α∈A in B(G × G) with the following properties:
It is clear from this definition that each ρ α is completely bounded with ρ α cb ≤ f α and an A(G)-bimodule homomorphism. Also, since
Let U be an ultrafilter on A which dominates the order filter, and definẽ
Since (f α ) α∈A is bounded, it is immediate thatρ is well defined and completely bounded; it is also clear thatρ is an A(G)-bimodule homomorphism. Since G ∆ is a closed subgroup of G × G, it is a set of synthesis for A(G × G) by [Her, Theorem 2] . Hence, it follows from (ii) that lim α ρ α (g) = 0 for all g ∈ A(G × G) that vanish on G ∆ . Since these g are precisely those g ∈ A(G)⊗A(G) that belong to ker ∆, and since ∆ : A(G)⊗A(G) → A(G) is a complete quotient map, it follows thatρ drops to a completely bounded A(G)-bimodule
If G is a [QSIN]-group, we can find an approximate identity (e α ) α∈A for L 1 (G) such that e α ≥ 0 and e α 1 = 1 for each α ∈ A and such that the convergence in (2) is
α . Let λ and ρ denote the regular left and right representation, respectively, of G on L 2 (G). Define 2. Essentially the same constructions works for locally compact groups that can be continuously embedded into a [QSIN]-group; this includes all maximally almost periodic groups.
We shall establish the operator biflatness of A(G) for any locally compact group G by showing that a net as specified in Proposition 2.1 always exists.
The discretized Fourier-Stieltjes algebra
Let G be a discrete group, and let χ ∆ be the indicator function of G ∆ . Then χ ∆ is positive definite and thus belongs to B(G × G). A net as in Proposition 2.1 can then be chosen as constant equal to χ ∆ . (Since the homomorphism ρ : A(G) → A(G × G) * * constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.1 then attains its values in A(G × G), this not only establishes the operator biflatness, but even the operator biprojectivity of A(G); see [Ari] and [Woo 2]). In order prove that A(G) is operator biflat for an arbitrary locally compact group G, we will show that, although χ ∆ no longer lies in B(G × G), it can nevertheless be approximated by functions from B(G × G).
Let G be a locally compact group, and let G d denote the same group, but equipped with the discrete topology. Recall that B(G) is a closed subalgebra of B(G d ) for any locally compact group which consists precisely of the continuous functions of B(G d ) ( [Eym, (2.24) Corollaire 1]).
predual is the C * -subalgebra of W * (G) generated by the set {ω(x) : x ∈ G}, which we denote by C * d (G 
For a connected Lie group G, the equality Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then the indicator function χ H belongs to B(G d ). We shall see in this section that, provided that χ H ∈ B d (G) and that the restriction map from B(G) to B(H) is surjective, then χ H can already be approximated by function from B(G) in a topology stronger than
Since the embedding of C * d (G) into W * (G) is an injective * -homomorphism and thus an isometry, the following lemma is immediate:
We need a refinement of Lemma 3.2. First, we introduce some notation. Let G be a locally compact group, let S ⊂ G, and let A be B(G) or B d (G). We define
Also Let C * d (S) and W * (S) denote the norm closed and the w * -closed linear span of {ω(x) : x ∈ S} in W * (G), respectively. It follows from the bipolar theorem that
where the polar is taken in C * d (G). Suppose now that U ⊂ G is open and that K ⊂ U is compact. Using the regularity of the Fourier algebra ( [Eym, (3.2 ) Lemme]), we find
we then have π((1 − f )F ) = π(F ), so that π(I(K, B(G)) * * ) ⊃ I (U, B d (G) ). In terms of polars, this means that
For a normed space E, let B 1 (E) denote its closed unit ball. The polar of
is the closed unit ball of that space. Hence, we have for the polar in C * d (G):
where the closures are taken in the norm topology of C * d (G). Taking now polars in B d (G) yields
By the bipolar theorem again,
We have thus proven:
Corollary 3.3 Let G be a locally compact group, let U ⊂ G be open, and let K ⊂ U be compact. Then the canonical quotient map π : B(G)
* * → B d (G) restricted to I(K, B(G)) * * ∩ π −1 (I(U, B d (G))) is a quotient map onto I(U, B d (G)).
Lemma 3.4 Let G be a locally compact group, let H be a closed subgroup of G such that the restriction map from B(G) to B(H) is surjective and χ
Let ρ : B(G) → B(H) be the restriction map. We claim that ρ maps I(K, B(G)) onto B(H). To see this, let f ∈ B(H), and let g ∈ B(G) such that g| H = f . Since the Fourier algebra A(G) is regular ( [Eym, (3. 2) Lemme]), there is h ∈ A(G) such that h| K ≡ 1 and h| H ≡ 0. Then g − hg ∈ I(K, B(G)) and ρ(g − hg) = ρ(g) = f . Hence,
is onto, and so is ρ * * K : I(K, B(G)) * * → B(H) * * . As a consequence, ker ρ * * K = (ker ρ K ) * * holds, so that
By Goldstine's theorem ([D-S, Theorem V.4.5]), we therefore find f K,ǫ ∈ I(K, B(G)) with
This completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ Proposition 3.5 Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G such that the restriction map from B(G) to B(H) is surjective. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) There is a bounded net (f α ) α in B(G) with the following properties:
Proof (i) =⇒ (ii): For each compact K ⊂ G with K ∩ H = ∅ and ǫ > 0, choose f K,ǫ ∈ B(G) as specified in Lemma 3.4. The net (f K,ǫ ) K,ǫ then satisfies (ii)(a) and (ii)(b).
(ii) =⇒ (i): Clearly, χ H is a w * -accumulation point of (f α ) α and thus lies in B d (G). ⊓ ⊔
Remarks

The restriction map from B(G) to B(H) is always surjective when H is open, but also when H is the diagonal in
G × G.
Surjectivity of the restriction map is not required for (ii) =⇒ (i).
The relevance of Proposition 3.5 in connection with the question of whether A(G) is operator biflat is immediate:
Corollary 3.6 The following are equivalent for a locally compact group G:
(ii) There is a net in B(G × G) as specified in Proposition 2.1.
In particular, A(G) is operator biflat if
χ ∆ ∈ B d (G × G).
The operator biflatness of A(G)
In this section, we establish the operator biflatness of A(G) by showing that the equivalent conditions in Corollary 3.6 are always satisfied.
Lemma 4.1 Let G be a locally compact group. Then χ {e} belongs to B d (G).
Proof Let U be the collection of all compact neighborhoods of e ordered by reversed set inclusion. For each U ∈ U, let ξ U ∈ L 2 (G) be the L 2 -normalized indicator function of U . Define (f U ) U ∈U by letting
where λ is the left regular representation of G on L 2 (G). Then (f U ) U ∈U is a net as required by Proposition 3.5(ii).
⊓ ⊔
Remark Essentially the same argument shows that χ N ∈ B d (G) for any closed, normal subgroup N of G.
In the sequel, we require some background from the theory of C * -crossed products. We refer to [Li, Chapter 16] . We briefly recall the essential notions.
A C * -dynamical system is a triple (A, G, α), where A is a C * -algebra, G is a locally compact group,
is a homomorphism from G into the group of * -automorphisms of A such that, for each a ∈ A, the map
is continuous ( [Li, Definition 16.4 .1]). Let L 1 (G, A) denote the space of all A-valued, measurable functions on G which are integrable with respect to left Haar measure. Then
and
where ∆ G is the modular function of G ( [Li, Definition 16.4.2] ). The enveloping C * -algebra of L 1 (G, A, α) is called the C * -crossed product of A and G by the action α and denoted by A ⋊ α G ( [Li, Definition 16.4.5] ). The following lemma is straightforward to verify:
Lemma 4.2 Let (A, G, α) and (B, G, β) be C * -dynamical systems, and let π : A → B be a surjective * -homomorphism such that
We are interested in particular C * -dynamical systems:
Example Let N and H be locally compact groups, let Aut N denote the continuous automorphisms of N (equipped with the Braconnier topology), and let
be a continuous homomorphism. Then the Cartesian product N × H becomes a locally compact group N ⋊ α H via (x 1 , y 1 )(x 2 , y 2 ) := (x 1 α y 1 (x 2 ), y 1 y 2 ) (x 1 , x 2 ∈ N, y 1 , y 2 ∈ H). The group N ⋊ α H is called the semidirect product of N and H (see [Pat, Appendix A] ). The homomorphism α canoniclly induces a homomorphism from H into Aut C * (N ) -which we denote likewise by α -such that (C * (N ), H, α) is a C * -dynamical system. It can be shown that [Li, 16.6, Example 4] ).
We shall be concerned with a particular case of the preceding example: Let G be a locally compact group, and let τ : G → Aut G be given by
We may then define the semidirect product
Lemma 4.3 Let G be a locally compact group, and let
Proof By Lemma 4.1, χ {e} belongs to [Li, Definition 16.4.8] 
The claim then follows from [Li, Theorem 16.4.10] . ⊓ ⊔ Given a locally compact group G and τ as in (5), we obtain a canonical * -homomor-
In the remainder of this section, we will see that χ {e} ⊗ 1 drops to a state on C * d (G ⋊ τ G). As we already mentioned earlier, for any discrete group G and any subgroup H of G, the restriction map from B(G) to B(H) is surjective. Consequently, its adjoint, the canonical * -homomorpism from W * (H) into W * (G) is injective and thus an isometry. As a particular case of this fact, we have:
Lemma 4.4 Let G be a discrete group, let τ : G → Aut G be as in (5), and let ω be the universal representation of G ⋊ τ G. Then the unitary representaions
Remark Although, for a general locally compact groups G and a closed subgroup H, the canonical map from W * (H) into W * (G) need not be injective, the conclusion of Lemma 4.4 nevertheless stays true for arbitrary locally compact G. Since we do not require this greater generality for our purpose, we refrain from giving the (not very difficult) proof.
Proposition 4.5 Let G be a locally compact group, and let τ :
Proof Suppose that G d ⋊ τ G d is represented on a Hilbert space H by its universal representation ω. For j = 1, 2, let ω j : G → B(H) be defined by ω 1 (x) := ω(x, e) and ω 2 (x) := ω(e, x) (x ∈ G).
By Lemma 4.4, ω 1 and ω 2 allow us to identify
, which we will denote by W * 1 (G d ) and
. From the particular nature of the group action τ , it follows that p 1 is central, not only in
It is straightforward to see that p j ≥ p for j = 1, 2 and hence p 1 p 2 ≥ p. We claim that, in fact, p 1 p 2 = p holds. For j = 1, 2, the maps
are continuous with respect to the given topology on G and the strong operator topology on B(p j H). Consequently,
are continuous with respect to the strong operator topology on B(H). Since multiplication in B(H) is jointly continuous on bounded sets with respect to the strong operator topology, it follows that
is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology on B(H). Since every function in B(G d ⋊ τ G d ) can be realized as a coefficient function of ω, it follows that
and hence that p 1 p 2 ≤ p. We claim that χ {e} ⊗ 1, p = 1. First, note that, since
We may thus replace H by p 1 H, i.e. suppose that p 1 = id H . Since 1 ∈ B(G) is a character of W * (G), it is clear that 1, p 2 = 1, but this, in turn, implies that χ {e} ⊗ 1, p 2 = 1. Hence, χ {e} ⊗ 1 drops to a state on
It is clear that this state is the indicator function of {e} × G.
⊓ ⊔ Theorem 4.6 Let G be a locally compact group. Then A(G) is operator biflat.
Proof Let τ be as in (5). The map
is easily checked to be an isomorphism of locally compact groups, which, in turn, induces an isomorphism of
The operator biflatness of A(G), finally, is then a straightforward consequence of Corollary 3.6. ⊓ ⊔
Cohomological consequences
In classical Banach homology, biflatness entails a number of non-obivous cohomological consequences (see [Sel] , for example). Since the proofs of most of these results are entirely categorical in nature, they carry over to the quantized setting. It is a well known fact from classical Banach homology that H n (A, A * ) = {0} for n ∈ N if A is a biflat Banach algebra ([Run 2, Theorem 5.3.13]), where H n (A, A * ) denotes the n-th classical Hochschild cohomology group of A with coefficients in A * . The quantized analogue of this result allows us to recapture and improve [Spr, Theorem 3.3 
]:
Corollary 5.1 Let G be a locally compact group. Then OH n (A(G), VN(G)) = {0} for all n ∈ N. In particular, A(G) is operator weakly amenable.
We call an operator bimodule E over a completely contractive Banach algebra A symmetric if a · x = x · a (a ∈ A, x ∈ E).
Let A be a completely contractive Banach algebra, and let E be an operator Abimodule. Then M cb (E), the module of all double multipliers of E is defined as in the classical context (see [Sel] ). It is an operator A-bimodule in a canonical fashion.
In analogy with the classical situation, we have: (i) OH n (A(G), E * ) for all operator A(G)-bimodules E and for all n ≥ 3;
(ii) OH n (A(G), E * ) for all symmetric operator A(G)-bimodules E and for all n ≥ 1;
(iii) OH 1 (A(G), M cb (E * )) for all operator A(G)-bimodules E.
Proof Since A(G) is operator biflat by Theorem 4.6, the statments follow immediately from (the qantized versions of) [Sel, Theorem 4.8] , [Sel, Theorem 4.12] , and [Sel, Theorem 5.9] . (ii) A(G) is operator amenable.
